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Into each
life some
rain must
fall
— Henry
Wadsworth
Longfellow,
poet what

they said

Rain is grace;
rain is the sky
descending to
the earth;
without rain,
there would be
no life 
—John Updike,
novelist, critic

ADVERTORIAL, LIFESTYLE PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

Starting my day right is cru-

cial as it sets the tone for

the next 24-hours. I may

wake up hungry or tired but

the first thing I try to do

every morning is pray and

hand my day over to the

Universe. I imagine myself

getting into the river of life.

I lay down my desire to

control my day and instead

set my intentions to go with

the flow of life by giving my

best – accepting what

comes and praying for

guidance to do the next

right thing. I also try to

meditate at the beginning

of the day but 

I have to confess that my

three young daughters

often interrupt this time… 

I have come to realise in

recent years that I

am a soul with a

body not a body

with a soul, by

which I mean that I

have to tend to my

soul needs as

much as my bodily

needs. This is my

priority if I want to

have a peaceful

and productive

day. Days that

start without this

little bit of prayer

feel off-balance to

me now... Once I’ve

done this I then eat

a clean, healthy

breakfast usually

comprising eggs,

salmon, avocado and fruit,

and drink my first coffee of

the day.  Coffee is my only

vice and something I really

enjoy. Lastly, I always,

always, kiss my beautiful

children and tell them that I

love them before they go to

school and I go off to work.

After all, life is all about

connection so these little

acts of love are probably

the most important things I

do each morning.

Starting my day well is the

best gift I can give myself

and my children. If I arrive

at work well-fed spiritually

(prayer), physically (good

food) and emotionally

(kissing my girls) then I

have every chance of the

day going well. 

Jo Emerson 
Confidence coach and human behaviour expert

As told to Nona Walia

HOW
TO 

START 
MY
DAY

supriya.sharma2@timesgroup.com

5 HABITS FOR A HAPPY, FULFILLING DAY 
 Tend to your spirit before your body – pray to

whatever you believe in and stop trying to control

your entire day. The best happens when we’re 

not looking!

 Give of yourself to those around you – little acts of

kindness set the tone for a lovely day.

 Smile!

 Eat well and exercise.  The better you eat the more

you will thrive.

 Decide to be the best version of yourself for the 

24 hours you have. Live in today and let tomorrow 

worry about itself.

There’s a keen breed of trekkers, who
wait the whole year for the smell of
wet earth to put on their gore-tex

hiking shoes and get their backpacks out.
Armed with waterproof ammo and a bag of
salt (leech remedy), these monsoon chasers
are ready to take any ‘deluge’ head on. A ris-
ing passion among trekkers, the rain-
soaked splendour, stretching from the Hi-
malayan bugyals to the Western Ghats, is
an experience hard to resist, even if it
comes with a few odds. The first question a
layman, or even avid trekkers who avoid
the monsoon, may ask is...

...WHY HIKE IN RAIN?
Photographer Anurag Jetly says, “It is less
tiring to trek in the monsoon because of
the clean air you breathe. The destinations
aren’t filled with tourists or trekkers, since
it’s considered off-season. As a photogra-
pher, I get to see and capture the most spec-
tacular vistas once the sky clears up. And
the element of surprise — ‘will it rain again
or not’ — makes the journey more fun.”

Swathi Chatrapathy of Indiahikes, a
trekking community forum, feels, “Just like
snow and sun, the rains also make for a
one-of-a-kind experience in the hills. In
fact, you might just see the best the moun-
tains have to offer when it’s raining.” You
wouldn’t know greens had so many hues
unless you trek in monsoon. Nor would
you get to see clouds at their dramat-
ic best. She adds, “Mountains are in
full bloom in monsoon. Also, unlike
popular belief, it doesn’t rain in-
cessantly everywhere. The
days are mostly clear and
it rains in the evening.
It is ideal to finish
your ascent by the after-
noon and then ro-
mance the rain from
within the comfort of
your tent.” 

Sporadic showers
on a monsoon trek

make the journey worthwhile. You keep
halting, soak in your surroundings, hog
on some local food and start again. You
are not in a hurry to summit. Avid mon-
soon trekker and blogger Sankara Subra-
manian C of Be On The Road, says, “Birds
change plumage, animals mate, new
flowers bloom, new fruits arrive, and ba-
sically, everything is available in plenty,

especially water. Monsoon treks are
also the best time to see waterfalls
in full flow.”

One must-do trek for nature
lovers is the Hampta Pass trek

where the valley plays
host to innumer-

able flowers

in the peak rainy season. It’s a lesser-
known-and-less-frequented hike compared
to the Valley of Flowers trek in Uttarak-
hand, but it’s worth the effort. “A striking
blue lake, mountain snow melting into the
water and gorgeous flowers on all sides…
Hampta Pass is made for monsoon,” says
Pooja Narang, global accounts manager of
a renowned hotel in Bengaluru. “Water-

proof your backpack, carry both a wind-
cheater and a rain jacket and wear ap-

propriate shoes to navigate over-

flowing brooks,” she advises. 
Wet hiking touches another high in the

Western Ghats and the Nilgiris because of
the tropical magnificence of the area. Week-
end monsoon treks and short-day hikes are
a must-do outdoor activity here. The
Sahyadris especially, with their rugged to-
pography, rocky mountains, historic hill
forts, huge lakes and extensive forest cover,
are a virtual paradise for trekking, climbing
and camping. Besides offering refreshing
treks, the place also offers beautiful drives

replete with little waterfalls by the highway.

RAIN-SOOTHED NERVES
Rain is a remedy for frayed nerves. Wak-
ing up to overcast skies is known to have
a calming effect on the mind and mood,
say psychologists. It could only get bet-
ter on a rain walk through lush-green
villages with nothing but beauty to be-
hold. On her Goa sojourn last year, jour-
nalist, travel blogger Ayandrali Dutta
decided to enroll for something offbeat
and signed up for the Monsoon
Trekking Expedition, organised by the
Goa Tourism Development Corpora-
tion, to the Shivling waterfall at Sattari.
This was the fifth weekly monsoon trek
in a row that Goa Tourism was organis-
ing to an unheard of destination. “The
7-km trek was packed with slippery
rocks, small streams, river crossings and
the absolute stillness of rural life,” re-
calls Dutta. The icing on the cake was
the finger-licking finale at a local village
head’s home, comprising a spread of
rice, coconut cabbage, sol (kokum) kad-
hi and papadum on a banana leaf.  

Delhi-based photographer-filmmaker
Kirit Kiran walked into a monsoon trek un-
planned, and it opened his eyes to colours
he had never seen before. “This was in Mt
Abu a few years ago, on a day of incessant
rain. I got tired of waiting for the sky to
clear up. I started messing around with my
camera taking really foggy, high contrast
images, which came out really well. That
was it – the moment I decided I had to do
this more often.” Pin Parbati is on his trek
list this season. 

The thing about rain is it can surprise
you with its splendour like no other season.
You can expect a bleary sky in winter or a
clear one in summer but rain sky is unpre-
dictable – an adventure-lover’s delight. Get
your backpack and rain gear ready.

Tarsar Marsar in Kashmir, which throws up variety like no other monsoon trek

MONSOONRain shadow ramble
Almost un-hit by the monsoon, Zanskar

makes for a fertile ground for trekking

activity. The rain shadow area gets rain

only in short bursts; the rest of the time,

the skies are spotless and a deep azure

blue. Adventure junkies can go white-

water rafting during the monsoon

months, a demanding 12-day expedition. 

PREP UP
 Invest in a pair of good waterproof shoes

with a good grip. Avoid umbrellas as they

are cumbersome and cannot withstand

mountain wind. Rain ponchos are a better

alternative. They also double up as a rain

cover for your backpack. Carry anti-bacte-

rial powder to dust yourself and keep mois-

ture at bay. Most important is a bag of salt

and thick anti-leech socks!

1. THADIYENDAMOL, KARNATAKA:

Passing through shola forests, this is the

highest peak in Coorg. It could be

clubbed with a village walk through a

spice plantation. If you get lucky, you can

see the Arabian Sea from the peak.  

2. TARSAR MARSAR, KASHMIR: This

trek is a walk through paradise! “The

best aspect is the variety. Every day is an

independent trek, and you never know

what to expect. One day you’ll see fresh

water flowing down ledges, and the next,

you’ll see enormous lakes,” says

Chatrapathy.

3. MALSHEJ GHAT, MAHARASHTRA:

The glaring green pass of Malshej Ghat

is famous with hikers, especially during

monsoon. Exotic migratory flamingos

choose Malshej as their monsoon abode

and trekkers stop at the waterfalls to

have hot kanji vada.

4. DUDHSAGAR FALLS, GOA: One of

India’s tallest waterfalls, Dudhsagar’s on

the border of Karnataka and Goa. During

the monsoon season, you can hear

Dudhsagar roar from a distance. 

5. CHEMBRA PEAK, WAYANAD: Two

hours into this beautiful trek and you

come upon a surprise – a heart-shaped

mountain lake, nestled between the hills

and filled to the brim.  

(Go with a group and be aware of weather

conditions beforehand in case of torrential

downpour and landslides).

MONSOON HIKES

Bengaluru-based 

Pooja Narang was 

awestruck by the 

surprising beauty of 

monsoon on the Hampta Pass trek

It is less tiring to trek in
monsoon because of the
clean air you breathe, and
since it’s off-season, there
are very few people

— Anurag Jetly, photographer

Everything is available in
plenty, especially water,
during monsoon. It’s also
the best time to see
waterfalls in full flow.”

— Sankara Subramanian C, blogger

WORDS RELATED TO RAIN
 Sirimiri (noun): A light rain, a fine drizzle.

Origin, Latin.

 Brontide (noun): The low rumble of 

distant thunder. Origin, English.

 Pluviophile (noun): A lover of rain, 

someone who finds peace of mind during

rainy days. 

 Petrichor (noun): The scent of rain on 

dry earth.

Hoppipolla (phr, verb): Jumping or 

hopping into puddles, this phrase got

momentum after Icelandic band Sigur Rós.

 Serein (noun): The fine, light rain that falls

from a clear sky at sunset or the early hours

of night. Origin, French.

Mistpouffer (noun): A mysterious sound

heard over the ocean in quiet, foggy weather.

 Effervescence (noun): Bubbles in liquid,

fizz.
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travel planner

One thing I love about
being back is English
rain. Looking out of the
window now, it’s
raining, and the sky is
dark; I love it. To me,
those are reassuringly
English things. I love it
when it rains 
—Kate Winslet, actress


